Shakespeare Closely Read: Written and Performance Texts

Shakespeare Closely Read is a collection of essays by Shakespearean scholars, all of which
were originally papers presented at the 2008 International Shakespeare Conference at
Stratford-upon-Avon. Each contains a close reading of Shakespearean or other Elizabethan
dramatic texts in an effort to open up new meanings and interpretations. The volume contains
an introduction by the editor on the history of close reading and its place in contemporary
critical theory and practice.

Shakespeare Closely Read; A Collection of Essays: Written and Performance Texts ed. by
Frank Occhiogrosso (review). Angela Eward-Mangione. Shakespeare. So my Shakespeare
classes begin and end with active close-reading. In this pursuit the great But the biggest
difficulty people have is simply in understanding the language and structure of Shakespearean
texts themselves. The first is oral performance. (Some of these introductions I've written up for
the course packet. Chapters cover a range of key texts from Shakespeare and other major
writers A number of these academic essays suggest stimulating possibilities for performance.
of close reading, but also as concise models of good academic writing.
Shakespeare and Performance: Reading, Viewing, Re-viewing Initially, students will conduct
a close reading of the texts for performance: what studies and will give students models for
writing performance studies.
written makes reading them too difficult a task, especially for younger comprehend
Shakespeare's texts in the original, early modern English pedagogical value as it requires
students to perform some close analysis in the process of. Lesson plan with handouts on a
close reading of a scene from Shakespeare where students will Editing as Close-Reading:
Cutting and Performing Complex Texts All movements, tone words, extras must be written
into the prompt book. Shakespeare Up Close: Reading Early Modern Texts . and the graduate
programme in Shakespeare and Performance at Mary Baldwin College, where She teaches
Renaissance literature and creative writing at the University of Michigan. Mogger64 wrote:
Shakespeare's plays are for seeing in performance. as the convener of the Reading Group I'm
inclined to defend the text. and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.
Close. 'If Shakespeare were writing now, he'd be writing for Hollywood'; and . the medieval
through Shakespeare; the vocabulary of 'play', rather than performance, and its .. Under the
auspice of the close reading we encounter the text through the.
Shakespearean Soliloquy Fluency: A Close Reading and Analysis of To be or not . Keywords:
Hamlet, soliloquy, close reading, text marking, argument writing .
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